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“……All faculty members have fantabulous knowledge. If we had any
query, they guided us so well. Role plays, assignments and exams which
were conducted at IFBI are very helpful in our practical life at Bank. My
dreams came true via IFBI. Thank you so much IFBI…”
Annu Chadda -PGDBO
Assistant - State Bank of India
IFBI Nagpur

Akshay Srivastava-PGDBO
Senior Officer- Yes Bank
IFBI Delhi

“……Learning, knowledge of faculty and method of teaching are the major plus
points at IFBI. Role plays were excellent; we were able to express our views
appropriately according to situations. Learning day to day banking concepts
gave me confidence from Day one in branch of ICICI Bank. IFBI Is a great
Platform for graduates to start a splendid career in banking industry. Best
Wishes…I am very thankful to IFBI for enlightening my path in banking
industry……”

“……It was a wonderful experience with IFBI, we have enjoyed a lot. Initially role
plays, assignments and activities have given us a chance to improve a lot as I
was hesitant to speak in English initially. I have been placed before the
completion of the course.
Prasad Namburi-PGDBO
Assistant Manager-HDFC Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

Faculty members were very friendly and helpful, especially Srinivas Sir. IFBI is a
very good platform to gain banking knowledge and to settle in a good
organization with in short period….”

“……Each and every day I spent at IFBI was memorable .I want to thank my
faculty Mr. Harbhajan Singh for his guidance. The practical exposure which we
got through role plays & different activities done during the course have really
helped us in getting on to the job without any hassles.
I am very much thankful to this institute, as they have fulfilled my as well as my
parent’s dreams…..”
D Ganesh- PGDBO
Head Cashier-ICICI Bank
IFBI Guwahati

PonKarthik-PGDRB
Sr. Officer – Dhan Laxmi Bank
IFBI Chennai

Swapna Hedaoo-PGDBFS
Officer- Thane Janata Sahakari Bank
IFBI Nagpur

“….IFBI has changed my life to move into a great career. IFBI is having an
excellent faculty member’s team; the activities done during the course were very
help to our current banking profile. IFBI gave us a very good knowledge about
banking and customer handling. On a daily basis I get lots of customer’s good
feedback about my service, this credit goes to IFBI only.
IFBI is one of the best centers for banking, Thanks to IFBI…”

“……….IFBI has helped me in knowing about banking sector and the faculty has
guided me a lot. IFBI taught me to deal with real life scenarios. My teacher has
played a very important role in guiding me. I want to appreciate the course
content of IFBI as it includes all the required information about banking sector
needed for freshers like us to begin their career.
IFBI is doing a wonderful job by placing youngsters like me…..”
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Shibadyoti Ghose -PGDBFS
Phone Banking Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Bangalore

Ananya Saha-PGDBFS
Phone Banking Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Kolkata

Monica- PGDFPRM
Relationship Manager-ICICI Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

“……IFBI is really a great learning & placement support. I appreciate the faculty
& IFBI’s learning material, which covered almost all the banking operations &
has helped me a lot in practical professional life.
IFBI is a platform that brings out the best in you…”

“……I'm glad that I had chosen to undergo the PGDBFS course from
IFBI. The training about the Banking, Financial Services and Insurance industry
which was imparted in the center by the faculty members, have proved to be
very useful and had certainly sparked an interest in the students to know more.
The program enables one to gain an immense amount of knowledge about
banking product or service, such as credit cards, deposits, retail liabilities etc.
which helps in handling variety of customer queries and concerns ….”

“…..The
knowledge
base
being
giving
here
is
very
helpful
for future growth. Role plays & activities were really helpful as they make a
student to come out with more creative ideas to present them and make them
confident in life. The faculty members I had were very experienced; I had learnt
presentations and organizational behavior which made me more confident. I can
present my idea more powerfully now….”

“…During course at IFBI, we have been molded to a professional with the help
of the faculty’s knowledge, curriculum and role plays. The role plays have
played a key role in understanding the subject very easily. After the course I felt
more confident. The hesitation while interacting with customers has disappeared
now.
Ram Mattoo-DBB
Senior Officer (sales)-ICICI Bank
IFBI Jammu

Kangkan Bordalai- PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Bangalore

M Suresh-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Bangalore

I appreciate the compassion of our faculty members towards us …they were
very supportive …”

“.....I learned banking and finance in a different way which I never thought
off. Today if I recommend IFBI because of faculty members, they are “THE
KNOWLEDGE HUB, Course content, role plays etc.
IFBI has been able to deliver what it has promised to thousands of trainees
because of its delivery methods, hope it will continue to play a major role in
BFSI sector as a leading training school....”

“....IFBI showed me the right path and I became a banker. I am really thank full
to all the faculty members who gave me full confidence, knowledge and support
throughout my course. The E-Learning’s, simulations ,mock role plays and
games provided us with good practical knowledge.
Finally, I wish great future for all my IFBI friends and great thanks to IFBI staff....”
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Soumee Biswas-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Bangalore

Binal Patel-DBB
Sales Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Ahemdabad

Somta Yadav-PGDBO
Trainee-ICICI Bank
IFBI Bangalore

“...For any fresher, IFBI gives the opportunity to jump start their career with the
top most banks in India. The courses and the subjects taught are really useful
in understanding the BFSI sector in an extensive way. I would like to thank
faculty for the support, apart from teaching they also shared their experiences
which have given us the knowledge of the practical scenario. Thanks to IFBI for
giving me this opportunity to come and study here ....”

“....IFBI was really helpful in giving me this good opportunity .The course DBB
is well designed and the practical knowledge which is shared by the faculty
members is really helpful. Role plays, E learning’s, practice sessions guides the
students in achieving their goals & building their career. IFBI brings new sunrise
in my life and lead me towards the best career .....”

“...IFBI is a great platform for students who want to make their career in banking
sector; here students are groomed for banking through activities like role plays,
e-learning, games, simulation etc., through which the student gets a practical
knowledge of how banking system works. IFBI provides a good study
environment and had well equipped facilities. IFBI has given me a good career
start and has provided stability in my career....”

“.....It was a great experience as I got to study many things related to
banking. All the subjects covered during the course gave me an idea about how
to be a good banker. Study material was excellent.
Preeti Gupta- PGDBFS
Phone Banking Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Mumbai

The way of teaching was helpful in provoking practical knowledge within
ourselves by different aids of activities. They also made many students enact
the topics in order to make the subject more clearly to the student. IFBI also
conducted many mock interviews for generating confidence. .....”

Pooja Chikara-PGDBFS
Assistant-SBI
IFBI Delhi

“....The journey and experience through the study process was so enriching
that I could not have asked for more. There were assignments/ discussions/
presentations conducted by the faculty with experts talking about the latest
developments in the banking industry. Add to that, the doubt removing sessions
were of great help giving a peek into the industry outside.
I thank IFBI for this amazing learning experience and would always
recommend this program for anyone with a desire to learn and grow.
Thanks to IFBI for this brilliant program....”

Deepak Singh-PGDBO
Deputy Manager- Yes Bank Limited

“.....I always aspired to have a banking career. The training period of IFBI was
really a turning point in my life. I saw myself training and maturing with the
guidance of IFBI faculty who were having tremendous banking experience.
Truly, not only me, but all the IFBITs around are fully loaded tanks of
knowledge.
At last I would like to thank IFBI and its faculty, specially XXX Sir and XXX Ma’
m ....”
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“....Learnt a lot at IFBI, the knowledge given during the course helps us in the
branch to start the work on the day one itself. I am very much thankful to all
the faculty members of IFBI.
Pankaj Kumar Jha-PGDBO
Branch Business Manager-ICICI Bank
IFBI Pune

IFBI gives us the best of the industry experience with its unique style of
teaching and methodology, I am really cherished.
Thank You IFBI, keep the good work on…

Pankaj Matta-PGDBO
Senior Relationship Manager-Yes Bank
IFBI Chandigarh

“......IFBI is the great platform to start the career with banking industry for a
fresher who just completed the graduation. The knowledge imparted at IFBI has
given confidence to grow in this industry without any hassles. Thank You IFBI,
for giving us a great start

